Fast Enterprises Awarded Two Software Projects for State Motor Vehicle Agencies
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DENVER--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Government software and consulting-services provider Fast Enterprises, LLC (FAST) has been awarded two contracts to provide modernized software systems for North Dakota and Washington state motor vehicle agencies. With these contracts, a total of seven states have awarded FAST projects to modernize their motor vehicle administration systems since the company’s 2011 release of its FastDS-VS software for vehicle and driver services.

“Our clients expect and deserve some level of assurance of project success”

The contracts were awarded to FAST in January through a competitive bidding process by North Dakota and a sole-source procurement by Washington. FAST will provide its commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) FastDS-VS software and associated support services, including legacy-data conversion, software configuration, user training, and system testing. The North Dakota Department of Transportation will use FastDS-VS to manage its vehicle titling and registration programs. The Washington State Department of Licensing (DOL) will use FastDS-VS to manage vehicle titling and registration as well as driver and professional licensing programs.

“Every FastDS-VS project, like all projects based on our integrated software products, has been delivered on time at our originally proposed price,” said Martin Rankin, FAST’s managing partner. “This record of success is an important evaluation factor for our client agencies and plays a critical role in their determination of contract award.”

Washington’s notice of intent to award a sole-source contract to FAST stated, in particular, that “FAST is the only vendor who meets DOL’s primary requirement of having a proven track record of successfully implementing a fully configured and integrated motor vehicles/drivers licensing enterprise-class COTS solution.”

The company’s FastDS-VS software was first implemented for the state of Arkansas, entering production for driver licensing in 2012 and for vehicle titling and registration in 2013. FastDS-VS is also in production for vehicle titling and registration for Utah and for driver licensing for Tennessee, and is being implemented for the states of Oklahoma and New Mexico.

“These are large, complex projects implementing mission-critical, enterprise-level systems,” said Dennis Manalo, a FAST founding partner. “Our clients expect and deserve some level of assurance of project success,” he said, “and our track record and extensive project portfolio demonstrate to new clients such as North Dakota and Washington that FAST has successfully delivered time and time again.”
About Fast Enterprises

FAST works with government agencies to implement its COTS software solutions, which are based on a core system architecture that can be configured to provide agencies with the options, settings, and functions necessary for effective and efficient administration of their programs.

FAST’s software helps agencies reduce costs, enhance services, improve the efficiency of internal operations, and maximize return on investment. The company’s software solutions are browser-based, platform-independent, and scalable applications that are compliant with service-oriented architecture and run on industry standard hardware, operating systems, and relational database management systems. They are used for the administration of multiple government programs, including tax and revenue, driver licensing and control, vehicle titling and registration, and unemployment insurance tax and benefits programs.

FAST’s headquarters and software development center are located in Denver, but most employees work on-site with FAST’s government clients at agency offices in the United States, Canada, Asia, Europe, and the Caribbean. These employees configure FAST’s software to meet the unique requirements and objectives of agencies that serve diverse stakeholders, populations, and jurisdictions through a variety of government programs.

For information on careers with FAST, visit FAST’s Web site at www.FastEnterprises.com or e-mail FastCareers@FastEnterprises.com.

For additional information or to schedule an interview with a Fast Enterprises partner or company representative, contact Beth Schattin by phone at (877) 275-3278 or by e-mail at fastinfo@GenTax.net.
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